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Let K be an algebraic number field of tinite degree over the rationals. The 
two themes of this paper are the problems about the existence of infinitely many 
power-free algebraic integers in polynomial sequences generated by irreducible 
polynomials of K with integer arguments and with prime arguments, respectively. 
In particular, it follows from the results that an irreducible cubic polynomial of K 
represents square-free numbers intinitely often, provided that an obvious necessary 
condition is fulfilled. 6 1989 Academic Press. Inc 
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Let K be a fixed algebraic number field of degree n = Y, + 2r, (in the 
usual notation) over the rationals with discriminant d. Z, will denote the 
ring of integers in K. Let P, 2 1, . . . . P, 3 1 be real numbers satisfying 
plc=pbc+r2 for k = rl + 1, . . . . r,+r,andput P=P,...P,. Weintroduce the 
set of integers 
S(P) = (a E Z,; a totally positive, 1 a(“) 1 < P,, k = 1, . . . . n}. 
Let F(x) E Z,[x] be an irreducible polynomial of degree g 2 1. One would 
expect that the number of elements a E ‘S(P) for which F(a) is square-free 
tends to infinity with P, provided that for each prime ideal p of K there is 
some residue class 6 mod p2 for which p2 does not divide F(a). The author 
has established this conjecture in [4] for g = 1 and g = 2. More generally, 
for m > ,/?? - t(g + 1 ), it has been shown that F(a) represents m-free 
numbers infinitely often, provided that F(a) have no fixed mth power ideal 
divisors other than (1). If g > 7, this implies in particular that F(a) is 
(g - 1 )-free for infinitely many a E ZK. One purpose of the present paper is 
to prove that F(a) represents (g - 1 )-free numbers for g > 3. Although only 
the case g= 3 leads to square-free values we investigate the general 
situation, which causes only slight extra difficulties. 
THEOREM 1. Let F(x)sZK[x] be an irreducible polynomial of degree 
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g 3 3. Let L(a) denote the number of solutions of the congruence F(r) E 0 
module an integral ideal a of K. Suppose that 
L( p y - ’ ) < Np g ~ ’ for all prime ideals p of K. 
Then we have 
c P(log log P)“+‘zP’ (log pp ll/(g+l) ’ 
IE’RIP) 
F(I) ,g ~ I bfrw 
where the infinite product is convergent and positive. 
We continue by making a few remarks about the proof of this theorem. 
The method is influenced by Hooley’s work [S] on the corresponding 
result in the rational case. His procedure is based on the simple asymptotic 
sieve in combination with a so-called larger sieve, introduced by Gallagher 
in [ 11. The argument of [S] remains applicable with some modifications. 
Suppose that, for some c1 E ‘3(P), we have (F(a)) = apgP ‘. From our point 
of view, this representation is of little use as the ideals a and p need not be 
principal. It turns out that one of the main difficulties arises in connection 
with the necessary reduction from ideals to algebraic integers. This is the 
most novel feature of the paper. Moreover, an additional complication in 
number fields comes from the fact that we need some information about 
the asymptotic distribution of prime ideals p satisfying Np = 1 mod( g - 1). 
Our second result concerns the representation of (g - 1 )-free integers by 
F(o), where the argument o of the polynomial is now restricted to prime 
values. We recall that an element UI E Z, is said to be a prime number in K 
or simply prime, if the principal ideal (0) is a prime ideal. A corollary of 
Theorem 2 below is that F(w) represents (g- 1 )-free numbers infinitely 
often if g 3 7, provided that the necessary condition is given that for each 
prime ideal p there exists some reduced residue class Cr mod pg ~ ’ for which 
P gP1 does not divide F(a). 
THEOREM 2. Let F(x)E Z,[x] be an irreducible polynomial of degree 
g > 7. Let L*(a) denote the number of solutions of the congruence F(a) = 0 
mod a that are coprime with a. Then, for any given constant A > 1, we have 
c 1=1(P) n 1 - L*(px 
( 
‘1 
@(P”- ‘1 > 
+0(P(logP)).4 . 
IO t ‘H(P), 0, prime P > 
F(U) (g 1 )-free 
Here, I(P) denotes the generalized logarithmic integral which occurs as the 
main term of the prime number theorem in K. An evaluation of I(P) can be 
obtained from [3, Lemma 61 in the form 
I(P)=H’.P+O 
2”hR log P 
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where w is the number of roots of unity, h the class number and R the 
regulator of the field K. 
For the proof of Theorem 2 we apply a method which is analogous to 
the one used by the author in [4]. The arguments remain applicable with 
slight modifications. It should be remarked that it is easy to extend 
Theorem 2 to m-free values of F(w), provided that m 2 Jm - t( g + 1). 
For example, if g > 2, the polynomial F(o) represents infinitely many g-free 
numbers with o prime. The restriction of the value of m to g - 1 has been 
made to simplify the details and to compare Theorem 2 with Theorem 1, 
the principles behind the method being in no way affected. In the special 
case of the rational number field, results of a type similar to those in 
Theorem 2 have already been established by Nair [8]. 
The numbers c1 , . . . . cIZ in the sequel are positive constants which depend 
at most on the field K and on the coefficients and degree of F. Throughout, 
small German letters stand for integral ideals of K; particularly, p always 
denotes a prime ideal. Finally, the letter o will be used for primes in K 
only. 
We begin this section by explaining how Gallagher’s formulation of the 
large sieve can be extended to K. 
Let W c %(P) be a set of integers including only representatives from at 
most G(I) > 0 residue classes mod I for a given finite set ‘$ of prime ideal 
power moduli I. An application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields 
nfymodt a=ymodt 
Here and in the sequel, 1 . . 1 denotes the cardinality of a finite set. Hence 
IBlj*.G(f)-‘<lclll+(( a, a’ E 31; a # a’, CI 3 a’ mod I} 1. 
Multiplying by /i(I) and summing over I E v, we obtain 
b41:32:3-4 
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It follows that the expression 
(1) 
is an upper bound for I2lI, if the denominator is positive. 
We continue by generalizing to K the starting relation of Hooley’s 
method. First, it is convenient to introduce a notation for sums that count 
the number of integers c1 E $X(P) for which P(a) has appropriate properties. 
Let T, = 4 log P and put 
N,(P)=l{cr~%(P);p~-‘tF(a)foranypwithNp<T,}(, 
N,(P) = ( { c( E S(P); pg ’ I F(ct) for some p with Np > T, } 1, 
where we may assume throughout the section that P is sufficiently large. As 
an immediate consequence of these definitions we have the inequalities 
N,(P) - N,(P) < N(P) < N,(P) 
and hence 
N(P) = N,(P) + O(N,(P)). 
This completes the first step of the estimation, having applied the so-called 
simple asymptotic sieve method. 
Let a, indicate either (1) = Z, or square-free ideals composed entirely of 
prime ideal factors with norm less than or equal to T,. We obtain at once 
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Since 
and L(af- ‘) < (c, g)(‘(“) $ (Na,)““‘, 
where ~(a,) < log Na, (log log 3Na, ) PI denotes the number of distinct 
prime ideal divisors of a,, we deduce that 
N,(P)=zP n (l-=)+0( 1 (Na)“‘“) 
Np<Tt ,va G W 
Nasp,,2 (Na)p2"p 'jn) 
> 
Taking N,(P) next, let us define for T2 = P(log P)“, where 0 < a < 1 will 
be chosen later, 
N,,(P)= I {cry%; pgpl IF(cl some p with T, < Np< T2}I 
and 
Then we have 
N,(p)6N,,(p)+N22(p). (2) 
The estimation of N,,(P) also proceeds along familiar lines. An elementary 
argument is sufficient to show that 
P 
@(log P)“-’ 
+ T,(log T,)-’ 
@ P (log P)“- ‘. (3) 
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The estimation of N,,(P) is longer, constituting in fact the main difficulty 
to be overcome. We transform this sum into an expression in preparation 
for the application of the sieve inequality (1). Suppose that, for some 
a E s(P), we have (F(a)) = apRp’ with Np > T,. From our point of view, 
this representation is of little use as the ideals a and p need not be 
principal. We may, however, use the following technique to carry out the 
reduction from ideals to algebraic integers. These steps have no parallel in 
Hooley’s work. 
Let p be one of the prime ideals under consideration belonging to a 
given ideal class E;, of K. Then we have a E &; ‘, where C& = (If- ‘. Let us 
choose, once and for all, fixed ideals a,,, 6, in the classes (5,, (I;‘, respec- 
tively, satisfying Na,, Nb, < / Jdl . We hence deduce that 
a,b,g-‘(B(a)) = (aa,)(b,p)“-’ = (l’)(ti)y ‘, 
say, where K, a representative generator of b,p, can be chosen to satisfy 
c2(~,wJ) “n < 1 dk’l < c3(NboNp)‘;“, k = 1, . . . . n. (4 
Therefore a, b; ’ = (0,) is principal and we obtain 
e,F(cr) = (K” l. (5 
Again, we may assume that 
1 
c,(Na,Nb,g- ‘)‘ln 6 13ck) < I o I , c&Na,Nb,R- ‘)‘jn, k = 1, . . . . n. (6) 
Summarizing, we have shown that, if (F(a))= apRmm ‘, PEK,, Np > T,, 
then BOF(a)=~~R~’ with K-O mod b,, (~)bg.’ prime, INKI>T~N~~. 
Furthermore, < = 0 mod a, and by (4), (6) 
k = 1, . . . . n. 
We denote by ‘%(Q), Q = Q, . Qn, the set of integers t subject to the 
conditions (7 ). 
Let q be any prime ideal such that c, < Nq < P, Nq E 1 mod(g - l), 
(q, (a;‘)= 1, where c7 is a sufficiently large constant. We note that 
(q, KO~)= 1, since (q, 0,)= (q, h.bg’)= 1 in view of Nq>c,, (K)bg’ prime, 
and N(k-b,‘)>T,>P>Nq. 
The key idea for our next argument comes from Hooley’s work: The 
number ti”- ’ occurring in (5) is an (g - 1 )th power residue mod q, 
relatively prime to q. 
Let p,, . . . . py be a complete system of incongruent (g - 1 )th power 
residues mod q, relatively prime to q. We consider, for fixed <E’%(Q) 
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satisfying 5 = 0 mod a,, those values of ~1 E%(P) that belong to a given 
residue class y mod r . a; I. Then we have 
F(a) = F(y) mod (.a;‘, 
so that 
B,F(y) = 0 mod 5.bt-l. 
Moreover, 
I- = 4 ‘P, modq, 1 <j<q. 
Each number pi has g - 1 = (Q(q), g - 1) representations mod q in the form 
pjcp mod q. 
We therefore obtain that tl is confined to at most (g - 1) ~ ’ S({, q) residue 
classes mod q, where S(l, q) denotes the number of incongruent solutions 
mod q in v, p of 
e,F(v)E(.p~-l modq,p & Omodq. 
Since (e,, q) = (5, q) = 1 and Nq > c,, this leads us to an identity in the 
finite field GF(Nq). In such an interpretation the formula 
S(t, 9) = Ns + WNq”*) (8) 
can be deduced from a theorem of Weil (see, e.g., [9, pp. 92-931). 
We are now in a position to apply Gallagher’s larger sieve in the setting 
of an algebraic number field. Let us define G(f) in (1) for prime ideal 
powers f by 
I 
1, ifflta;‘, 
G(f)= (g- l)-‘S(t, 41, if f is a prime ideal of type q, 
m if f is any other prime ideal power. 
Furthermore, let 1, be the set of prime ideal power divisors of [a;’ 
together with the prime ideals p satisfying (p, (a;‘) = 1 and c, < Np d X, 
where XC P remains to be chosen. Taking the denominator in the 
expression (l), we obtain 
c A(f)_log2”P= 1 A(f)+(g-1) c !@?!I tcv G(f) lien;’ Nq$w’ 9) 
+ c 
log NP --log 2"P, 
(.,<ND<X NP 
IP, to;‘)= I 
Np ~6 I mod(x- 1) 
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which by (8) is equal to 
(g-1) 1 - 1% NP + c log NP PNa, - - 
Np<X NP NP < X NP -log 1 N<l 
Np = I mod(g ~ I) NP ~2 I mod(a 1) 
1% NP -(g-l) c -- 
NP 
c 
NP s x, P / &lo ’ Np<X,plja-’ 
NP= 1 mod(a- 1) Np ~5 I mod@: 1, 
1% NP 
>I- 
Np<,t’ NP +(g-2) 
log NP -- - 
’ Np 
PNa, 
NpsX log INI 
Np~ln~mod(~-,, 
-(g-l) 1 F,O(l) 
PItOO 
log NP PNa, =logX+(g-2) c - - 
Np<X NP -log IN<1 
Np=lmod(y~ I) 
-(g-l) c y+o(l). 
Pita, 
Let us pause to study the second term on the right. A very special case of 
[ 2, Corollary 1.41 gives 
c l= 
NPSX 
Np=lmod(~-I) 
where d,( g - 1) denotes the order of the ideal-norm residue class group 
mod (g - 1). A straightforward partial summation shows that 
c log Np = 
NPGX 
Np=l(mod(p-11 
If now we apply Abel summation again, we see that 
c 
NPCX 
Npe I mod(n- 1) 
Using above this asymptotic formula, we have 
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c A(f) --log 2”P 
rsv G(f) 
2 l+# ;;:1,> .logX-log% 
( I 
-(g-l) c y+O(l) 
PItag’ 
We now determine X by 
so that the denominator is certainly greater than 1. For the corresponding 
numerator in (1), it is easy to confirm that then 
c A(f)+ 1 log Np - log 2”P 
flcao’ q < Np < X 
(p.;ag’)= I 
< c logNp-log= 
Np<X IMI 
c (Na)-“*. 
0150;’ 
Returning to N,,(P) we infer at once that 
We are thus led to consider the sum 
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To this end we choose a set of nonassociated numbers r E Z, subject to 
the conditions r = 0 mod a,, 1 N< 1 ‘In 6 I 5’k’ 1 4 I A’< I I”‘, k = 1, . . . . n, and 
1 rck) I d 1 dk) 1 . Qk, k = 1, . . . . n, for some unit E of K depending on 5. It is 
well known (see, e.g., [7, Lemma 3.41) that the number Z(r) of units q of 
K satisfying 
lq(kll < lE(k)l Qk 
I Fk’ I 
<Cl, l&(k)l Qk /Nt/-~““, k = 1, . . . . n, 
can be estimated by 
r=r, +r,- 1. (10) 
Consequently, dividing the sum under consideration into two parts 
corresponding to I Nt I d Q(log P) P2r, I N5 ) > Q(log P) -*“, respectively, we 
obtain in view of (7) 
<=Omodq 
aoib 
olba;’ 
Uba,‘) . 
+ (log log P)’ 1 - 
N%<Q 
aolb 
Nb”2 a,‘_-, 
6 (NII,)-“~~~~‘P c UC) -c (Na)-“* 
Mc~P(lOgP]~~~*‘N~“* aI< 
+ (Na,) - Iv2 (log log P)’ c L(c) c (Na)-'j2, 
NC < PClog P)-* Nc"2 a/c 
b=a(g- I). (11) 
Now our problem has been reduced to that of the estimation of the sum 
Starting from the inequality 
(12) 
,z y L(C) z (Na)P”2 6 c Uu)(Na)F”* c L(b), 
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we require the upper bound 
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1 Ua)GX (13) 
Na<X 
which has been proved by the author in [4]. We recall that L(pk) = L(p) if 
p is not a divisor of the discriminant 6 of F(x) and that L(pk) G 1 if p 16. 
Hence 
We pass from this to the suitable bound < Y”* for the sum in (12) by 
applying partial summation. Therefore, by (ll), 
c 
Sts'R(Q) 
;-Omodao 
-+ (Nao)-1’2 P112 (log P)y 
+ (Nao) ~ 1’2 P”2(lOg P)-h@ (log log P)’ 
< P”2(Nllo) - ‘i2 (log P)y2”g- ” (log log P)‘. 
Substituting this in (9), we obtain 
N,,(P) << P(log P) - (“‘2)(g ~ l) (log log P)‘. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1 we have now only to choose 
a=2(g+ I))‘, in view of (2) and (3). 
In the second part of this paper we restrict the integer argument of the 
polynomial F to prime values o. For the proof of Theorem 2 we expand 
upon an approach used already by the author [4]. Let us define 
N\(P)= c 
wt%P) on-‘IF-(c”) 
Na<Q 
N;(P)= c c /J(a): 
we’%lP) o~-‘lf(w) 
Na>Q 
then it is obvious that 
I{oE%(P);F(o)is(g-I)-free}I=N;(P)+N2(P). 
We estimate N2( P) by bounding it by N,( P, g - 1) which is defined in [4]. 
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It should be noted that here we do not take advantage of the fact that the 
argument of the polynomial is a prime. We obtain from [4] for 
1 <l<g-2, 
It remains to deal with N’,(P). To this end we put Q1 = (log P)‘, where 
C > 0 is to be chosen. Let us first consider the sum 
= 1 P(a) c 1 
Nn C QI WE’Jz(P) 
F‘(w)sOmodaR ’ 
the star indicates that summation is restricted to those classes which are 
coprime with the modulus. It is easy to check (cf. (10)) that 
c 1 elog’P.log Na, 
CUE’%(P) 
w/a 
so that the error term above is negligible. Now Mitsui’s generalized prime 
number theorem for arithmetic progressions [6] enables us to bound the 
first expression under consideration. Altogether then we arrive at 
P.exp(-c,,(logP)‘/*) L(c”-i) 
NaSQl > 
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which is acceptable for Theorem 2 provided that (g - 2) C > A, as we 
henceforth assume. Finally, we turn our attention to the sum 
N;,(P) = 1 c Aa) 
WG’JI(P) oa-‘IF(w) 
QI<NLIGQ 
=Q,<;a<QP(a) c 1. 
CUE’%(P) 
F(<o)~Omoda~-’ 
A comparative elementary argument is sufficient to show that 
<P 1 p’(a)=+ C L(a) 
Na>Ql No<Q 
Q P(log P) ~ .4 + Q, 
using in the last step our choice of C as well as (13). We now take 
Q= P(log P)-“. Then the upper bound for N;(P) in (14) will be 
p.pc~+~~/n-l/12~+1J~(~ogp)A”“+I~l~Zl+I~~~~+lJ/~~, 
It is easy to check that for 3 <g d 5, any 12 1 will satisfy 
1+1 I 1+1 I >. 
--m>T-- 
g 21+ 1 
For g = 6 we have 
1+1 1 ---= 1(21-3)+ lzO 
g 21+ 1 6(21+ 1) 
only if 1= 1, but then 
g+l 1+1,2,(-, --- 
21+1 g 
Finally, for g > 7, we can choose I= 1 to deduce 
l+l 1 A!< 2 
--z-l g 3‘ 21’ g 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
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